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Abstract. WSNs are becoming an important topic in the research arena.
Their low cost and the wide range of applications where wireless sensor
networks can be applied, make them an important research and commercial field in the short term. Furthermore, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for
physical and MAC layer in addition with the Zigbee specification for
the network and application layer, are an enforcement for WSNs. Much
research in WSNs related topics such as energy-aware, MAC protocols,
routing protocols, security, location, etc is being carried out nowadays.
An open issue is the interconnection between wireless sensor networks
where different approaches can be adopted: bridging (extension devices)
and proxying (mainly middleware entities). This paper is focused in the
bridging approach for Zigbee networks. Our objective is to establish a
Zigbee Extension Device Network for the case where the different clusters
can not be connected to the same Zigbee network by using the multihop
routing protocol defined in Zigbee. A Zigbee cluster is a set of Zigbee
nodes. This paper introduces three different solutions to join the disconnected clusters of the Zigbee Network: a central approach (based on the
use of a central station) and two distributed approaches; one of them
proposes that each Zigbee Extension Device stores the information of all
the other Extension Devices within the network while the other uses a
P2P Zigbee Extension Device Overlay Network to join the disconnected
Zigbee Clusters. The paper includes the analysis of each solution and the
comparison among them.
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1

Introduction

Recent advances in microelectromechanical systems, low power and highly integrated digital electronics, tiny microprocessors, low power radio technologies,
etc, have permitted to develop many kinds of versatile sensors and actuators.
These sensors can sense many environmental characteristics like temperature,
humidity, pressure, speed, presence, etc. Due to the previous advances, low-cost
and low-power wireless sensor are being installed nowadays. Some predictions
claim that the price of a sensor will be lower than 1$. Therefore, it will be
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possible to develop networks with many unattended sensors. Typical applications for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are: military, environmental, health,
home, environmental control in office building, managing inventory control,etc.
Much research has been done in WSNs at all levels: physical, MAC, network
and application layers. In [1] general concepts and classifications of the main
characteristics within a WSN are studied. In [2] approaches for energy aware,
routing, location and security are explained. Finally, [3] makes a taxonomy of
the research approaches for routing in WSNs.
Efforts in standardisation have been carried out at different levels. IEEE
802.15.4 [4] is a standard for the physical and MAC layers. Furthermore, the
Zigbee Alliance1 , formed by more than 150 partners, has developed an specification for the network and application layers, [5]. The Zigbee Specification operates
over IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. The IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee stack seems to be a
suitable standard for the application development in WSNs environments.
This paper proposes a solution of an open issue of the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee
stack. It is the necessity to interconnect WSN. In [6] two different approaches
for WSNs (using the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee stack) have been identified:
Firstly, the interconnection of different WSN is described. For this purpose,
it is necessary the presence of a gateway or proxy. The role of this proxy is
to understand the messages coming from the WSNs, translate them into other
messages and route them through a different network (e.g. IP backbone) to
get to the target WSN. This proxies are proposed as complex elements which
understand application level, so that each application needs a different proxy.
[7] proposes a middleware approach using a P2P overlay and UPnP proxies to
discover services.
Secondly, the interconnection of clusters (set of Zigbee nodes) is introduced.
It is possible a scenario where different clusters of the same Zigbee network were
not reachable among them by using multihop wireless routing mechanisms due
to the physical distance. In that case, the Zigbee clusters must be interconnected
by using another network infrastructure. In this case, the entity which attaches
the Zigbee cluster to the infrastructure and allows the communication with other
Zigbee clusters (ZCs) is called Zigbee Extension Device (ZED).
Our paper is focused on the second approach, the interconnection of ZCs
belonging to an unique Zigbee Network. For this purpose, several architectures
are proposed.
Firstly a central architecture is defined. In this approach, all the information
about each ZC (i.e., the Zigbee addresses within the cluster and the Cluster
ZED) is stored in a Central Station. A ZED uses the central station when intercluster communication is needed in order to obtain the IP address of the ZED
which is managing the destination ZC.
Moreover, the paper describes two distributed architectures. In the first one
each ZED knows all the information about the rest of ZCs (i.e. the ZED and
the Zigbee addresses). Therefore, when a ZED receives a Zigbee command for
an external Cluster, it searches locally the destination ZED and sends to it
1
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the command. The other distributed solution is based on peer-to-peer (p2p)
technology. Unlike the previous one, the ZEDs locates the target ZED for a
certain Zigbee command by launching a search on a p2p overlay formed by all
the ZEDs.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we present a
background of IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee stack focused mainly in the network layer.
In section 3 our Zigbee Extension Device Network proposal is introduced. We
analyse and compare the proposed architectures, in section 4. Finally conclusion
and future work is presented in section 5.

2
2.1

Background
IEEE 802.15.4

IEEE introduced the standard IEEE 802.15.4 [4], for low rate wireless personal
area networks (LR-WPAN). It standardises both physical and MAC layer. The
advantages of LR-WPANs are: easy installation, very low-cost, reasonable battery life, reliable data transfer and a flexible protocol stack.
2.2

Zigbee

The Zigbee Alliance introduces in [5] a specification which defines the Network
and Application layers working over the IEEE 802.15.4 stack. A good summary
of Network and Application layers is shown in [2].
The Zigbee stack is built on top of the IEEE 802.15.4 stack. Network Layer
functions are: multihop routing, route discovery and maintenance, security and
joining/leaving a network. The network level is also in charge of assigning 16 bit
addresses to the newly joined devices.
Three types of devices are defined by Zigbee: end-device, router and coordinator.
The first one works as a sensor/actuator. A Zigbee router is a device with routing
capabilities. Finally, a Zigbee coordinator is the one which creates the network
and manages the network and there is only one per Zigbee Network.
A network address has 16 bits. Therefore, networks up to 65.536 nodes could
be developed. Three network topologies could be defined at this level: star, tree
and mesh. In the first one, all nodes are directly connected to the coordinator.
In the tree topology, a tree is formed with the coordinator as root, and with
the end-devices as leaves. Routers are used in this topology to join the different
levels in the tree structure. The last topology is a free mesh topology where
end-devices can communicate among them by using multihop routing through
the routers.
Next, several network layer functions are explained.
2.3

Network Formation and Address Assignment

When a node wishes to join the network, it runs a join procedure. The network
layer of this node starts a network discovery procedure. By using the MAC level
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the network layer can discover the routers within its radio coverage which are
announcing their networks. It is function of the higher layers to decide which network to join. Then, the network layer selects a parent node from those available
in the selected network and ask the MAC layer to start an association procedure.
The parent node assigns the new node a 16 bit address. Therefore, in a Zigbee
network a relationship parent-child is present in the address assignment. In [5] a
distributed algorithm is defined to assign addresses. In this algorithm, the Zigbee
coordinator sets the maximum number of routers (Rm ), end devices (Dm ) that
each router may have as children and the maximum depth of the tree (Lm ).A
new router joined to the network receives a range of consecutive addresses based
on its depth in the tree. From this range the first one is assigned to the new
router while the others can be assigned for this router to their children. These
children could be end-devices or other new routers. Nodes at depth Lm are assigned a single address. Also a single address is assigned if the new node within
the network is an end-device.
In [2],the mathematical formula to calculate the address range for a router
and the method to assign zigbee addresses are explained in detail.
2.4

Routing

Since several topologies are possible, different algorithms are applied depending
on which is the current topology.
In a star topology it does not make sense talk about a routing protocol because
all the messages are sent to the coordinator.
In a tree topology a tree-based routing algorithm is defined. An end-device always sends the messages to its parent which is a router (or coordinator). When
the router receives this message it checks if the destination address is included
in its range of addresses. In this case the router is able to route the message to
the suitable end-device or router. Otherwise, the router forwards the message to
its parent
In the mesh network topology the routing algorithm is more complex. This algorithm is based in Routing Tables (RTs) which can be constructed and updated
by using a route discovery algorithm. This mechanism is described in more detail
in [2]
2.5

Route Discovery

This process is required in order to create and update routing table entries in
the routers and coordinator.
The Route Discovery mechanism is based on Ad Hoc On Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) routing algorithm which is explained in [9] Basically, when a
node needs a route to a certain destination broadcasts a Route Request message
(RREQ). This RREQ travels along the network. The RREQ message accumulates a cost through the path it follows. This cost can be incremented by one in
each hop, or other metrics can be used. When the destination node receives the
RREQ, it replies a Route Reply (RREP) which travels back along the same path.
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The RREP also carries information about the path cost which is incremented
hop by hop by the node which forwards the message. Therefore, the originator
node will receive several RREPs and it will chose as next hop the node which
give back to it a minimum path cost to the destination node. Each intermediate
node in the path will do the same, and by doing so the path is established. This
process is explained in detail in [2].

3

Zigbee Extension Devices Interconnection Network
Architectures

The Zigbee alliance identifies the necessity to interconnect [6] Zigbee Clusters
(ZCs), which are a section of a Zigbee network formed by one or more devices,
that can not communicate among them using routing mechanisms defined in
the Zigbee Specification. To do this Zigbee bridges, which are called Zigbee
Extension Devices (ZEDs), are introduced [6]. ZEDs function is to encapsulate
the Zigbee stack used in the ZEDs interconnection network which could be based
in many technologies (e.g. IP, Ethernet, WiFi....). In this paper is proposed the
use of an IP backbone using the stack shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. ZED protocol stack

Thanks to this ZED, a single Zigbee network can be formed by joining ZCs.
Thus, there is only one Coordinator within the network and a common address
space is used. Typically, the ZEDs joined to the interconnection network are
Zigbee Routers, but it is possible that Zigbee End Devices become ZEDs if they
implement the interconnection protocol stack, however usually these end devices
are very constraints nodes.
We propose three different architectures which are shown in figure 2, to solve
the interconnection of ZCs. The principal objective is not to change anything in
the current commercial Zigbee devices, but only introducing the ZED provide a
full Zigbee connection through the interconnection network.
Two different scopes can be discussed in the proposed solution:
– Intra-ZED routing: It is the routing among Zigbee nodes located in the
same ZC. It could be based-tree routing or mesh routing. The proposed
architectures work with both of them.
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– Inter-ZED routing: It is the mechanism to communicate ZEDs. The ZEDs
have to solve the mapping between Zigbee destination addresses and IP
ZEDs addresses, it means the ZED IP address which interconnects the ZC
where the destination Zigbee node is located (if the backbone was not an IP
backbone, a different mapping would be necessary). The mapping mechanism
is different in each one of the proposed architectures. After discovering the
destination ZED IP address all the solutions proposed do the same: the
Zigbee message received is encapsulated into the UDP/IP stack and it is
sent to the destination ZED, this one decapsulates the Zigbee message and
forwards it into its ZC.
Following, the proposed architectures to solve the previous issues will be
introduced:
1. ZEDs connected to a central station:
This is the most intuitive solution. This central station has to store information about the whole Zigbee network. The minimum information stored in
the central station for each ZC is the set of Zigbee addresses assigned to that
ZC and the IP address of the ZED which connects that ZC to the Zigbee
Network. Extra information could be stored. This central station could be
placed in the coordinator if it is powerful enough. Another possibility is to
use a monitoring station as a suitable place to allocate our central station
(see figure 2).
2. ZEDs storing information about all other ZEDs within the Zigbee
Network:
In this approach every ZED has to store information for all the others ZEDs
in the interconnection network. Each ZED stores the same information which
was stored in the central station in the previous case, the IP addresses of
all the ZEDs and the set of zigbee addresses located in the ZC associated to
each ZED. In this architecture, the ZEDs form an overlay network. It is a
distributed solution (see figure 2).
3. P2P ZEDs Overlay Network:
The last approach introduces the use of P2P Structured Overlay Network in
order to interconnect all the ZEDs within the Zigbee network. The proposed
P2P network type is a fully distributed, self-organised, structured and searching based on Distributed Hash Table (DHT). All the standard mechanisms
of these P2P networks, introduced in [8], could be used: joining procedure
to the p2p, distributed storage, searching methods, etc (see figure 2)..
Some issues posed by this approach must be solved in the proposed architectures. The main issues are: join procedure (Zigbee address assignment), routing
unicast inter-ZEDs (mapping between Zigbee addresses and IP addresses) and
broadcasting inter-ZEDs.
In the join procedure there are two steps. Firstly, a new ZED joins the ZEDs
interconnection network receiving the ZEDs IP address of its parent within the
Zigbee address tree. This process is solved by different methods in each architecture (see subsection 3.1). Secondly, the new ZED joins the Zigbee Network
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Fig. 2. Proposed architectures to interconnect ZCs by using ZEDs. On the left the
scenario of ZEDs connecting to a central station is shown. On the right a figure for the
distributed architecture is shown.

sending a Zigbee join message through an UDP/IP tunnel to its parent. This
second step is common to all solutions.
In the routing unicast, when a ZED (ZED1) receives a message directed to
a Zigbee node which is not located in its ZC, ZED1 has to find the IP address
of the destination ZED (ZED2) which is connecting the ZC where the Zigbee
destination node is located. This mapping process Zigbee address/IP address is
solved using different mechanisms in each proposed architecture (see subsection
3.2 ). From this point, in all the solutions, the ZED1 sends the Zigbee message
to the ZED2 using the IP backbone. The ZED2 decapsulates the message and
forwards it into its ZC.
Following Zigbee address assignment, address mapping and broadcasting will
be explained. In the next section, advantages and problems of each approach will
be explained and also a comparison and suitable scenarios of applications for each
one in front of the others is made.
3.1

Zigbee address assignment

In the central station architecture, a new Zigbee ZED has to obtain a position in
the Zigbee address tree. In order to complete this process, the new ZED sends a
query to the central station asking for a parent, and the central station returns
the IP address of the ZED which will be its parent in the Zigbee address tree.
The joining procedure presents a problem in the second approach, because a
new method has to be defined when a new ZED wants to join with the Zigbee
Network. In somehow, the new ZED, ZED1, has to discover other ZED, ZED2
(e.g. a bootstrapping server could be used).
In the P2P approach, the new ZED follows a two step process. Firstly, the
ZED joins the P2P network using a standard P2P mechanism and once it has
joined to the P2P network the ZED joins the Zigbee Network. After the ZED has
joined the P2P network, it has a number of neighbours, which are other ZEDs.
Therefore, the ZED could use these ZEDs to join the Zigbee Network. The new
ZED selects one of its p2p neighbours as parent in the zigbee address tree.
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Address mapping

In the central station architecture, eventually, one ZED (ZED1) receives a Zigbee
message whose destination is a node which is located in a different ZC. Then,
ZED1 sends a query to the central station asking for the IP address of the ZED
(ZED2) that is managing the ZC where the zigbee destination node is located.
The central station answers to ZED1 giving the ZED2 IP address.
In the second approach the mapping is immediate, when a ZED (ZED1)
receives message directed to a zigbee node located in a different ZC, the ZED1
checks in its information table which is the ZED which is managing the ZC where
the destination node is located (ZED2).
Finally in the P2P approach, all ZEDs registered in the P2P have to publish
its IP address and the set of zigbee addresses in the ZC attached to that ZED.
Then, when data message arrives to a ZED (ZED1) and this one checks that the
destination node it is not located into its ZC, the ZED1 launches a search query
within the P2P using as key the Zigbee destination address. As result ZED1
obtain the IP of the ZED (ZED2) which has the destination node into its ZC
In the central station and P2P an improvement could be developed. When
a mapping is established, the current ZED could keep this information into a
cache. For example, this is very useful in an application when a sensor/actuator
in a ZC communicates frequently with a sensor/actuator located in a different
ZC. If the communication uses ACKs, the destination ZED could use a cache as
well.
3.3

Broadcasting

In the central station solution, broadcasting is very simple. A ZED receiving a
zigbee broadcast message encapsulates it into an UDP/IP packet and sends it
to the central station. The central station checks that it is a broadcast message
and forwards it to all the ZEDs except the originator ZED. Every ZED receiving
the IP packet decapsulates the Zigbee broadcast message and forwards it into
its ZC.
In the second architecture, the ZED receiving the zigbee broadcast message,
identifies that it is a broadcast message and encapsulates it into the UDP/IP
stack. After that, it sends IP packets to all the ZEDs stored in its information
table. Each ZED receiving this packet decapsulates the zigbee broadcast message
and broadcasts it into its ZC.
In the ZED P2P Overlay Network the broadcasting does not have an intuitive
solution as in the previous architectures. When a ZED (ZED1) receives a zigbee
broadcast message, it identifies the broadcast message and encapsulates into an
UDP/IP packet. The ZED1 sends this packet to the nearest neighbour, this one
does the same and it decapsulates the zigbee broadcast message and broadcasts
it into its ZC. By doing so, the broadcast message reaches all the nodes into the
ZEDs P2P overlay network. For instance, in a P2P ring structure with N nodes,
it is necessary to forwards N times the broadcast message.
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A better mechanism would be that the ZED1 would send the broadcast
packet to all the nodes which it knows in the P2P. In reception of this packet, a
ZED (ZEDi) checks if it has received the same packet before (it is necessary to
identify the current broadcast message in the P2P overlay and it is not enough
with checking that it is a Zigbee broadcast message). If it is true the ZEDi drops
the packet. Otherwise, first the ZEDi forwards the IP packet to all the ZEDs
that it knows, next, it decapsulates the zigbee broadcast message and broadcasts
it into its ZC. All the ZEDs in the P2P repeats the same operation, so that the
broadcast message reaches all the nodes into the ZEDs P2P overlay network.
RREQ is a special broadcast message which is sent to a target node. In a
typical Zigbee network it is boradcasted everywhere because it is not known
where is located the destination node. However, in our proposal, if a ZED receiving a RREQ is able to identify that the broadcast message is a RREQ, it
could check the destination Zigbee address, and sends it to the suitable ZED,
instead broadcasts the RREQ.

4
4.1

Analysis and Comparison of the proposed architectures
Analysis

The central station approach is a simple and intuitive approach. The principal
problem of this solution is that it becomes a unique point of failure. If the central
station fails all the network is disconnected and only local ZCs communications
are available. Also, all the network information is located in a single point.
Hence, if that information is lost the network is disconnected as well. Obviously,
the solution to solve these problems is to replicate the information or to use a
backup central station just in case the main central station fails. Other problem
in this scenario is that some administration is needed. When a new ZED is
introduced the information of this ZED must be updated in the database located
in the central station. By using a simple protocol (register message) this task
could be automatised.
The second approach has several disadvantages. First, a new mechanism must
be defined in order to permit new ZEDs to join the Zigbee network. Basically,
this mechanism should permit the new ZED to discover another ZED which
would become its parent in the zigbee address tree. A bootstrapping server is an
immediate solution for this problem another option could be manual configuration in order to join a new ZED the Zigbee Network. Another problem occurs
when a new ZED joins the network because the information of this new ZED
must be updated in all the nodes within the overlay network, and if the number of ZED is high it could be a hard administration task. On the other hand,
the resolution of the IP address of the destination ZED is faster than in the
other approaches because third entities are not needed (an improvement using
caches for the other solutions has been introduced in 3.2). This is a distributed
architecture but the information storage is not distributed.
Finally the ZED P2P Overlay Network has a main disadvantage in front of the
other two, which is the delay in the communication because the time used to find
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the destination ZED IP address is longer than in the two previous cases. A basic
analysis of this will be done in 4.2. Advantages for this architecture is that the
ZED P2P Overlay Network is self-configured (the central station approach could
be self-configured as well, if a simple register protocol is defined), the information
is distributed and replicated and the ZEDs needs little storage capacity (an
analysis of the storage capacity in the three architectures will be done in the
4.2), furthermore all these features are given by standard P2P mechanisms.
4.2

Comparison

The central station approach presents a centralised element which usually is
a node with a high storage and processing capacity. Therefore, this additional
processing capacity could be used ,for instance, to allocate the new ZED in a
suitable position within the zigbee address tree.
In contrast to this central approach, the second and third architectures are
distributed. Therefore, in the central station approach a unique point of failure
is present. This problem could be solved by using a backup central station, but
it supposes an extra cost element. This problem is not presnet in the distributed
solutions.
In the second approach, ZEDs storing information about all other ZEDs
within the Zigbee Network, has a problem in the joining procedure as we explained in 4.1. In the central station and P2P Overlay Network approaches how a
new ZED joins the network has been explained in 4.1. Also the second approach
is a worse solution than the other two when new ZEDs are added to the Zigbee
Network. When a new ZED is added in the second approach, all the other ZEDs
have to update their information tables with a new entry for the new ZED. If the
number of ZEDs is large, it could be a problem. In the central station approach,
only the information stored in the central node needs to be updated. In the P2P
architecture, the new ZED has to publish the suitable information in the P2P
and it is stored into another ZED by using P2P standard mechanisms.
Therefore, the P2P is self-configured by using P2P standard mechanisms,
whereas the other two approaches are not. Obviously, these ones could be transforming in self-configured by defining some mechanisms, but these mechanisms
are not standard as in the P2P.
If we do a comparison in terms of delay the best architecture is the second
one. We define t as the time used for a communication from ZED to ZED or from
ZED to central station and we compare the time to communicate from a ZC1
(ZED1) to another ZC2 (ZED 2). Table 1 shows in the second and third columns
a comparison among the delay for each solution to discover the destination ZED
(ZED2) for unicast and broadcast respectively. It must be noted that N is the
number of ZEDs and the maximum number of hops in a P2P to find the peer
storing the desired information is log2 (N ) [8].
It must be noted that the real delay will depend on the IP location of the
different elements.
Some mathematical analysis can be done to see the information storage in
the different approaches. The fourth column in table 1 establish a comparison
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Unicast Delay Broadcast Delay Storage Cost
2∗t
2∗t
N
0
t
N2
log2 (N ) ∗ t
N ∗t
k

Table 1. Metrics comparison

between the number of entries which must be stored in each solution. In the central station the value is referred to the central station, whereas in the distributed
solutions the values represents the number of entries stored in each ZED. In the
P2P solution, in order to get fault tolerance redundancy must be added. Therefore, each entry is stored in k peers. It must considered that each solution has
extra storage due to the interconnection network used. For instance, in the P2P
solution each ZED has to store information about its neighbours.
4.3

Suitable scenarios for each architecture

If the scenario presents a monitoring central station, something typical in wireless
sensor networks, the most suitable architecture is the central station. Operation
and management are also simpler form a central station. Furthermore, if the
coordinator is a node with high processing and storage capacity it could be used
as central station.
The architecture where ZEDs store information about all other ZEDs within
the Zigbee Network is applicable in static scenarios where usually new ZEDs
do not join the Zigbee Network. It is also applicable to small scenarios, where
the information stored in each ZEDs is not too much. This architecture is worse
than the others in scenarios where many ZEDs are needed and where new ZEDs
are joined frequently.
The P2P ZEDs Overlay Network architecture is suitable in scenarios where
high availability is needed (e.g.warfare). Also, in very large WSNs where delay
can be trade-off with memory and robustness in unstable clusters.
In special scenarios where ZEDs are joining and leaving frequently (e.g. mobile ZC attaching the ZED network at different locations) the most suitable
solution is to use the central station approach if a register protocol has been
defined, otherwise the P2P solution would be the best solution.

5

Conclusions and future work

WSN interconnection is an open research issue. The Zigbee alliance [6] defines
two possible approaches to solve this problem. The first one is the usage of
proxies or gateways. Some research is being carried on in this field, and middleware based approaches have been presented in the literature. This paper is
focused on a second approach which is the use of bridges or expansion devices
. In particular we have proposed and analysed some Zigbee Extension Device
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Interconnection architectures in this paper. Our aim has been to create a single
Zigbee network with Zigbee Clusters that are not reachable among them by using
standard Zigbee multihop routing protocol and they are members of the same
Zigbee Network. We have presented the main issues to solve in order to be able
to operate without changing nothing in the commercial Zigbee devices which
implement the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee stack. With this objective in mind, three
approaches has been introduced. Advantages and problems for each architecture
have been discussed.
Further work is to implement a ZED into a Zigbee mote and start to develop
the centralised model due to its simplicity. In particular, we want to study the
case when the interconnection network is a cellular network (e.g 3G) where the
setup and communication cost must be minimised.
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